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Abstract
Physiological changes due to blood oxygen level

application on routine clinical practice is not yet

dependent (BOLD) signals from the brain can be probed

developed. However, it may play a vital role in future

by functional MRI (fMRI). Especially, several resting

for diagnostic and prognosticating various dementia

state fMRI (rs-fMRI) studies have evidenced the

conditions. In this review, fundamentals of rs-fMRI,

alterations in the default mode network (DMN), which

different data analysis techniques such as seed-based,

is a fundamental network among the resting state

independent component analysis and graph theory

networks (RSNs) with respect to progressing diminished

analysis, regional homogeneity analysis and amplitudes

brain function due to various disease conditions such as

of low-frequency fluctuations of the rs-fMRI BOLD

Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently, there are several

signal are discussed.

techniques developed to analyze the rs-fMRI data such
as voxel based morphometry (VBM), i.e., seed based

Keywords: Resting State fMRI; Seed-Based Analysis;

analysis,

Independent

independent

component analysis (ICA),

Component

Analysis;

Graph-Theory;

clustering algorithm, graph method, neural networks,

Regional Homogeneity (ReHo); Amplitude Of Low-

pattern classification method and statistical parametric

Frequency Fluctuation

mapping. Though these techniques are promising, its
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [26]. It is the most common

1. Introduction
have

form, leading to memory loss at an early stage of the

detect

disease and then developing into common decline in

pathophysiological changes in the brain network [1].

numerous cognitive spheres. It is a progressive

For

functional

neurodegenerative disorder and is found to be around

characteristics of the brain, different imaging techniques

60% to 70% of cases worldwide [27, 28]. In AD,

are used in clinical settings such as skull radiography,

pathological changes neuro-degeneration, neuronal cell

midline ultrasonography, isotope scan such as positron

loss, and formation of neurofibrillary tangles, senile

emission tomography (PET), angiography, computed

plaques in the brain are evidenced [29]. In the context of

tomography,

magnetic

morphological changes, the AD brain on magnetic

resonance imaging etc. [1, 2]. Although no one imaging

resonance imaging (MRI) shows atrophy changes

modality serves all the purpose, as each has unique

mainly in the medial temporal and parietal cortices and

advantages and limitations. However, among these

hippocampus [30]. Other notable MRI morphological

modalities, resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) has been

changes such as cortical thinning, enlargement of sulci

widely studied and reported to be a promising tool for

are however not specific to AD [31]. With respect to

assessing

its

the functional outcome, several studies have reported

Several

diminished function of DMNs in AD cohort [32-35]. In

automated statistical approaches have been adopted to

the recent decade, neuroimaging in AD have been

classify subjects based on these rs-fMRI signals [16,

utilized as a well-established tool by clinicians and

17]. Rs-fMRI exploits the spontaneous low frequency

scientists and it plays a central role in diagnostic and

fluctuations, which are generally lesser than 0.1 Hertz in

therapeutic interventions and serves as an outcome

the BOLD signals. There are two large contrasting

measure. The new modalities with ultrahigh speed and

systems in the brain; one is the default mode network

novelty in image acquisition and post-processing

(DMN) - a set of brain regions showing increased

methods were the cause for this expansion of brain

activity at rest, which is the most fundamental resting

imaging. In this review, the basic principles of rs-fMRI,

state network [18]. These DMN regions are consistently

most common data processing techniques viz., seed

active when the participants at rest (the healthy

based functional connectivity; regional homogeneity

volunteers are asked to quietly lie down in the MRI in

(ReHo); amplitude of low frequency fluctuation

supine position with their eyes being closed and are in

(ALFF);

awaken condition) [19]. The other is the task based

independent component analysis (ICA) and graph

network such as visual, auditory, somatosensory or

theory functional connectivity measures, the strengths

attention, language networks, attention modulation and

and limitations of these techniques are discussed,

cognitive control networks, dorsal and ventral attention

furthermore, the utility of rs-fMRI for probing AD is

networks [20-23].

also deliberated.

Recent

developments

significantly

enhanced

understanding the

structural

brain

neurodegenerative

in
our

brain

ability

structural

and

functional
conditions

imaging

and

functional

connectivity
[3-15].

to

and

Dementia is a brain disease that

principal

component

analysis

(PCA);

causes diminish in ability to think and remember which
gradually affect an individual’s daily functioning. There
are many different causes leading to dementia [24, 25];
among them, the major contributing disorder is
Archives of Internal Medicine Research
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recognized as signals that are originating as a result of

approach that maximize the statistical independence

neuronal activity [37]. Followed by this, several studies

among its components in the process of detecting the

investigated and validated the space-time associations as

resting state networks (RSNs). It has the capabilities to

a measure of functional connectivity [38, 39]. The rs-

extract DMNs and other RSNs with high consistency. In

fMRI is a potential tool for analysing macro scale

graph theory, the RSNs are treated as a collection of

connectomics to characterize the intrinsic brain

nodes connected by edges. Other methods of analysis

function, however, the main limitations in the data pre-

include clustering method (group voxels that are alike

processing are whole brain correlation and head motion

based on a set of related features of importance,

correction. The whole brain correlation produces

dynamic

negative correlations, which are non-significant to

similarity between the two temporal sequences, which

physiological signals [40]. Inadequate head motion

vary in velocity) [46, 47] which are less popular.

time

warping

distance

(measuring

the

correction can produce false positive results in data
processing [41, 42]. Followed by these preprocessing
steps, various methods can be used to analyze the data,
each

with

its

own

inherent

advantages

and

disadvantages. In this section, a brief overview of some
of the statistical and mathematic approaches previously
applied to rs-fMRI data is discussed. There are several
programs available for the processing of resting state
fMRI data. Some of the widely used programs include
Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM), Analysis of
Functional Neuro Images (AFNI), and Functional MRI
of the Brain Software Library (FSL-specifically) for
Multivariate
Decomposition
(MELODIC),

Exploratory
into

Linear

Independent

Functional

Optimized
Components

Connectivity

Toolbox

(CONN) and Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of
Connectomes (CPAC). Though the above mentioned
techniques are available to post-process rs-fMRI data,
among which three most popular and widely used

Since the first report about rs-fMRI, in which the left
and right hemispheric regions of the primary motor
network showed a high correlation with the BOLD
signal [37], it has attracted several researchers to
evaluate the spontaneous activity of the brain using this
technique [48]. Rs-fMRI has been potentially applied in
studying the alterations in RSNs in both healthy
volunteers and in patients with a number of clinical
conditions [49, 50]. However, the application of rsfMRI in the routine clinical setting needs the
capabilities to interpret the results and to arrive at
conclusions for utilizing this potential tool to its
optimum level. Here, in this review, the basic
methodologies, utility of the three widely used technical
approaches (namely seed based, independent component
and graph theory analysis) for assessing rs-fMRI,
particularly applied in the evaluation of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) are discussed.

method are seed based/ region of interest (ROI) [43],
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method [44]

3. Data Processing Techniques in rs-fMRI

and graph analysis method [45]. The seed based/ ROI

Varieties of methods have been used to assess the

method uses the signal from the cluster of voxels (seed

alterations in the rs-fMRI BOLD signals in the human

or ROI) to calculate the correlation coefficient with

brain. These computational methods are classified into

other voxels of the brain. This approach provides

two broad-spectrum: model-driven (seed-based) method

detailed connectivity information in the brain areas of

and data-driven method (1. Independent Component

interest. Whereas the ICA technique involves statistical

Analysis
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(ICA),

which

comes

under

the

data
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decomposition method and 2. Clustering algorithm

connectivity is called the graph theory, which measures

which comes under data clustering) [51]. The main

both global (whole-brain region) and local (within the

intent of these techniques is to assess the functional

region) connectivity between brain regions (Figure 1)

network of the brain into qualitatively and quantitatively

[53]. Alzheimer’s disease is the main cause of dementia,

or both, the strength and orientation of the information

leading to memory loss in the earlier stage of the disease

flow within the brain functional connectivity network.

followed by an extensive decline in cognitive functions.

Impulsive variations of the BOLD signal from a seed

Pathologically, AD progression results in neuronal cell

region/ROI

signal

loss and formation of neurofibrillary tangles and senile

fluctuations from all other voxels in the task-free brain

plaques [54]. Since AD is a major contributing factor

to create a resting state connectivity map. This seed-

for dementia, diagnosing this disease at an early stage is

based method is a suitable method for testing a priori

prerequisite. Rs-fMRI is a flexible method for clinicians

hypotheses. Another method known as hierarchical

to find out the neuropathology of patients suffering from

clustering has been used to enhance seed-based analyses

various cognitive disorders. In the near future, rs-fMRI

method by means of a correlation matrix (CM) built

can be a method of choice to offer useful diagnostic

from the multiple seeds to resolve which regions are

information for the early stages of this disorder.

most closely connected [52]. One more method to seed-

However, this technique requires highly skilled

based analyses is the use of data-driven techniques in

personnel for MR image acquisition, image pre and

which, the simultaneous activation across all voxels in

post-processing methods and also require a unique

the brain is considered for analysis. The mathematical

method of image analysis to get optimal results.

are

correlated

model with nodes

with

BOLD

(ROIs) and edges of network

Methods

Purposes

Seed-based FC

Estimating

analysis

between the predefined voxel

correlations

Strengths

Limitations

(i) Easy to understand and

(i)

compute

selection of ROI, which may

and the rest of the brain voxels

Requires

a

priori

require skill and lead to
potential biases

Regional

Using

Kendall's

coefficient

(i) Easy to understand and

(i) Potential biases in prior

homogeneity

concordance to measure the

compute

seed selection

Estimating the intensity of

(i) Can serve as a potential

(i) fractional ALFF (fALFF)

low-frequency

spontaneous brain activity in

variable

approach, a better choice as

fluctuations

specific regions by calculating

functional

the

network

homogeneity of a given voxel
with

its nearest

neighbors

based on the BOLD timeseries
Amplitude

of

within

voxel-wise
a

magnitude

defined
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frequency range
Principal

Finding spatial and temporal

(i) Can verify the quality of

(i)

component

components that capture as

difference in the activations

assumptions like linearity,

analysis

much of the variability of the

between

orthogonal

data based on decorrelation as

specifying any prior knowledge

components, and high signal

possible

of BOLD response

noise ratio (SNR)

Independent

Identifying noise within the

(i) Can generate spatially or

(i) Less sensitive to inter-

component

BOLD signal by separating

temporally distributed default

individual variation in the

analysis

distinct resting-state networks

mode functional connectivity

composition

that are spatially or temporally

patterns

networks. Changes of errors

independent of each other

assumptions

conditions

with

without

some

priori

Based

on

strong

principal

of

such

at the group level if a
network is presented across
multiple components

Graph theory

Explaining the functional brain

(i)

networks topology by calcu-

compares

lating

networks

connectional

characteristics of the graph

Directly

describes
different

using

and

(i) Difficult to interpret

brain

topological

parameters

comprised of nodes (voxels)
and

edges

(connections

between voxels)
* table reused under Creative Commons Attribution License from [55]
Table 1: Comparison among resting-state fMRI analysis methods*.

4. Seed Based ROI Data Processing

brain. Functional connectivity between the hippocampus

Seed based analysis is a traditional and most popular

and other brain regions in healthy age matched controls

method as it is straight forward and provides broad

and AD patients were assessed by Wang et al., [56]. In

results. The seed based ROI analysis method involves

which, they used a seed-based ROI selections on the

selecting the ROI and correlating within the ROI and

hippocampus region and evaluated the connectivity to

spatio-temporal BOLD signals from the rest of the

other brain regions. They found a decreased activity of

brain. This method requires a prior knowledge about the

DMNs in AD and disrupted hippocampus connectivity

selection of ROI. The advantage of seed-based method

to some set of regions indicating reduced integrity of

for analyzing functional connectivity of the rs-fMRI

hippocampus cortical networks in AD. An assessment

BOLD signal is that the results are focused on particular

of functional connectivity with three distinct functional

ROIs and hence it could be easier to understand in

segments of the hippocampus (hippocampal head, body

relation to neuropathology. The following text in this

and tail) to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), posterior

review discusses some of the studies that used this

cingulate cortex (PCC) and thalamus showed stronger

technique to evaluate the resting state networks in the

connectivity

Archives of Internal Medicine Research

with

PFC

and

weaker

functional
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connectivity with PCC in the case of AD cohorts and

early stage of AD and the results correlated with MMSE

correlated well with Mini Mental State Examination

score [62]. In contradiction to the above findings,

(MMSE) Score [57]. PCC is at risk to get segregated

greater connectivity in the hippocampus was noted by

from the rest of the brain in AD [58]. Zhang et al tested

Kenny et al in AD cohort (n=16) [63]. In another study

the PCC connectivity with the rest of the brain using RS

Galvin et al showed unique pattern of connectivity in

fMRI

compensational

dementia with lewy bodies when compared to AD that

functional connectivity [59]. Dillen et al documented

has different pattern of functional connectivity [64].

the difference in the functional connectivity of the PCC

This increased connectivity is due to compensational

to the rest of the brain which is distinct from the

functional connectivity and due to salience networks

functional connectivity of the retrosplenial cortex (RSC)

[65, 66]. Chen et al showed that RSN properties in

to the rest of the brain [60]. Another study by Zhang et

subjects with amnestic MCI (aMCI) and AD could

al 2010 documented disruption of connectivity has

classify them from CN. In this study, for classifying the

increased with the progression of AD and demonstrated

groups, they calculated Pearson product moment

alterations in the DMN

correlation coefficient of pairwise 116 ROIs [67].

and

found

disrupted

and

[61]. The connectivity

disruption is demonstrated in amygdala structure in the

Archives of Internal Medicine Research
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Figure 1: Functional connectivity determined by seed-based correlation analysis centering on ROIs in an 8-mm
diameter circle (reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License [68]).
The advantage of seed-based correlation analysis (SCA)

5.

is that it provides the network of regions most strongly

Processing

functionally connected with the region of interest.

This

Interpretation by this SCA is a straight forward and

synchronization between the time series of the cluster of

attracted many researchers. However, the noise due to

voxels of interest and its nearest neighbours [69]. No

the influence of other structural spatial resting networks

priori ROI selection is required for assessing the

caused by head motion or scanner induced artefacts is

regional activity of the brain. ReHo method is based on

the major limitation of this technique. These artefacts

Kendall’s coefficient of concordance technique [69].

can be removed by a pre-processing technique such as

Under specific condition the regions of the functional

temporal filtering. The final result depends on the

brain were homogenous at the given moment.

choice

Considering

of

the

seed

size

and

location

normalization and functional localization.

spatial

Regional
method

Homogeneity
evaluates

other

the

(ReHo)
brain

model-driven

Data

activity

methods,

by

ReHo

Hence as

analysis seems to less sensitive hemodynamic response

caution, a careful selection of seed regions and

under active conditions. However, this method is

identification of specific RSNs might play a major role

capable of detecting unexpected hemodynamic response

in managing and understanding these effects.

[69].
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Figure 2: (a): Z maps (Paired t test between left and right hand movement conditions); (b): Redness in left> right side;
Blue on right > left [69].

6. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) Data

identify RSNs, however both the techniques yielded

Processing

similar results [72] when conducted in a group of

ICA method is another widely used approach which is a

healthy subjects. In a follow-up study Binnewijzend et

mathematic technique that gets the most out of

al reported a decreased functional connectivity within

statistical choice among its components [70]. ICA can

default mode network in AD [73]. Another two-state

be used to spatially classify distinctive RSNs from rs-

study (resting and task based) by Schwindt et al showed

fMRI data.

ICA has the advantage of a priori

that disrupted connectivity in the DMNs in AD is a non-

assumptions but it requires manual selection of

enduring phenomena [74] and reported the degree of

important components and discriminate signals that

apparent change in the FC in DMN could distinctively

originate from low frequency fluctuation from the

predict cognitive state. Wu et al reported connecting

physiological origin. Functional connectivity measures

directions were in opposite side in AD compared to CN

by ICA technique decomposes a 2D data (voxel and

using Bayesian Network [75] adding with that, they

time viz., spatio-temporal changes) into a set of time-

showed an increased pathological and functional

courses and gives related spatial maps of the hidden

connectivity burden

signals [71]. Compared to seed based method, ICA has

hippocampus for AD cohort. Another study revealed

some advantages like automated components that

increased local (within hippocampus) and decreased

Archives of Internal Medicine Research

on

the right

side

of the
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global connectivity (within DMN) in the hippocampus

the neighbours of that node) clustering coefficient

in AD [76]. Default mode networks showed increased

(connectedness of neighbouring nodes). The following

functional

Functional

study highlights the results achieved by utilizing graph

connectivity in the DMNs was disrupted more in the

theory technique. Alterations in global distant functional

early onset of AD compared to late onset patients [3].

connectivity in AD were addressed by Sanz-Arigita et al

Another study has confirmed the abnormal reduction of

using

functional connectivity in PCC and right hemisphere in

connectivity derived by graph theory in four DMN

DMNs of the AD cohorts compared to CN [32].

subsystem revealed a decreased antero-posterior and

Lowther et al documented a difference in resting state

increased (high local clustering) frontal and parietal

functional connectivity between AD and dementia with

subsystem [84]. Another graph theory study by Kim et

Lewy bodies (DLB) subjects [78]. Koch et al [12]

al, documented the alterations in the functional network

investigated differences in the DMN as a marker for

that was quite dynamic with the progression of AD [85].

prognosticating Alzheimer disease. In another study,

AD related degeneration of brain network hubs was well

parameters from structural MR imaging and resting-

discussed in the study conducted by Dai et al. Rs-fMRI

state functional MRI were used to discriminate patients

has been widely used as a potential tool in identifying

with AD from CN [79]. Another interesting study by

patients

Zhou et al used ICA for assessing the intrinsic

coefficients

functional connectivity in salience network and DMN

decreased in patients compared to controls in a study

[80]. In which, they documented decreased connectivity

conducted by Supekar et al., [11].

connectivity in

AD

[77].

graph

theory

with
at

[45].

Quantified

Alzheimer’s
hippocampus

functional

disease.
were

Clustering
significantly

in salience network and increased connectivity in DMN
in patients with frontotemporal dementia, whereas; in

8. Discussions

the case of AD, increased connectivity in salience

This review provides an overview of three widely used

network and decreased connectivity in DMN was noted.

ways

of

rs-fMRI

analysing

techniques

applied

particularly to assess Alzheimer’s disease.

Other

7. Graph Theory Data Processing

significant rs-fMRI methods applied to AD/non AD

Graph method uses the ball and stick model to connect

cohorts

the RSNs as group of ‘nodes’ (ROIs) with ‘edges’

homogeneity (ReHo) [69], the amplitude of low

(correlation between ROIs). This method is unique and

frequency fluctuation (ALFF) [86] Granger Causality

can be an alternative method of seed-based analysis and

Analysis (GCA) [87]. Rs-fMRI has a number of

ICA [81-83]. In this method, the region of interest

advantages when compared to other functional imaging

corresponds to nodes and the correlation between the

methods. Mainly it does not demand the study

ROIs corresponds to the connectivity of the edges.

participants to undergo any activity, thus it helps in

Quantification of these connectivity parameters can be

imaging

done using this graph theory [82]. Few of the

demanding only their immobility while acquiring

parameters include the average path length, global

images. There may be circumstances to perform rs-

efficiency (the average length of the shortest connection

fMRI by sedating the participants to achieve an

between all pairs of nodes), local efficiency (the average

adequate level of immobility [88-91]. Since no task is

global efficiency of subgraphs for each node containing

demanded, rs-fMRI is free from differences in the level

Archives of Internal Medicine Research

includes

hierarchical

uncooperative

or

clustering,

inattentive

regional

patients
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AD patients progressed drastically in the recent time

and physiological artefacts resulting from respiration

since its first study by Supekar et al [11]. With

and cardiac activity.

numerous hypotheses, results were achieved by

acquisition

researchers using this rs-fMRI BOLD signal analysis

facilitated the successful elimination of movement

technique. Some of the key findings reported in the

artifacts [96, 97] . However, the low frequency noise

literature are discussed here, deterioration of the small-

from these involuntary movements never the less affects

world networks (– quantified by high clustering

the results of rs-fMRI. ICA based noise removing

coefficient, low characteristic path length [92]), status

methods for physiological artefacts removal has been

of the hippocampal connectivity to the rest of the brain,

reported [98]. Inspite of these limitations, improvement

posterior cingulated cortex (PCC – connectivity),

of acquisition protocols and analysis methods is

retrosplenial cortex, longitudinal studies to document

currently under intensive investigation. Apart from rs-

AD progression, decreased functional connectivity of

fMRI, combining methods like EEG and other

amygdala, loss of intra and inter network in AD

neurophysiological measurements to examine the

progression,

resting state of the brain would become a more potent

cortical

decreased functional

regions,

precuneus

and

decreased
other

connectivity in

connectivity

RSNs,

lower

between
functional

and

Recent advances in MRI

pre-processing

techniques

have

tool to search for a biomarker of the neurological and
psychological disorder [99-101]

connectivity within DMN in precuneus and PCC,
alterations

in

DMN

connectivity,

alterations

in

9. Summary

hippocampus connectivity - local (within hippocampus)

The existing studies in the literature have used various

and global (within DMN), compensatory connectivity

methods

mechanisms, functional connectivity in early and late

connectivity using rs-fMRI BOLD signal. The reported

onset of AD, reduced PCC activity in AD compared to

studies collectively propose functional alterations in

dementia with lewy bodies (DLB), anterior-posterior

various regions of the resting brain in those with AD.

disconnection, functional differences between occipital,

This functional alteration extends beyond DMN to

parietal and frontal lobes in AD, psychiatry assessments

entire RSNs. Each approach has their own advantages

– uncontrolled flow of information through the entire

and limitations, however; all the techniques discussed in

network, network hub connectivity etc., These findings

this review are extensively used because of their ability

show clinical relevance in AD patients at various stages

to provide an insight on the functional networks of

of the disease. However, the results derived from these

healthy controls and patients with early/late mild

studies have to be understood with a warning since they

cognitive impairment and AD. Different RSNs have

have arrived with reasonably small sample sizes, diverse

been identified such as DMN, sensorimotor, attentional,

characteristics of patients, and variance in the analysis

visual,

procedure. The majority of the studies considered in this

applications of rs-fMRI are limited to-date especially in

review have relatively small sample size. However, in

circumstances like presurgical planning for patients with

theory, larger samples should provide more consistent

brain pathophysiological diseases such as tumour or

results. Large data base studies can avoid yielding

epilepsy.

substantially false negative results [21, 93-95]. Next

mechanisms;

challenge in the rs-fMRI analysis is the motion artefacts

protocols can increase sensitivity; the use of new

Archives of Internal Medicine Research

for

assessing

auditory

resting

networks.

Understanding
implementing

state

However,

the

BOLD

increased

functional

clinical

contrast
acquisition
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optimized preprocessing and analytic techniques;

4.

Xiao H, Yang Y, Xi J-h, et al. Structural and

extensive data and more powerful computational

functional connectivity in traumatic brain

methods; design of studies with large population is the

injury. Neural Regeneration Research 10

potential ways to analyse functional neuroimaging.

(2015): 2062-2071.
5.

Sbardella E, Petsas N, Tona F, et al. Resting-

10. Conclusion

State fMRI in MS: General Concepts and Brief

Rs-fMRI technique is non-invasive and needs only

Overview of Its Application. BioMed Research

resting state to assess the patients, its application in

International (2015): pg8.

future will be certain to identify patients with earlier

6.

Barkhof F, Haller S, Rombouts S A. Resting-

onset of Alzheimer disease and other neurological or

state functional MR imaging: a new window to

psychiatric disorders. Thus, rs-fMRI is a promising tool

the brain. Radiology 272 (2014): 29-49.

that can identify functional damage at an early stage of

7.

Craddock R C, Holtzheimer P E 3rd, Hu X P, et

AD and could bridge the gap between molecular level

al. Disease state prediction from resting state

pathological changes (amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary

functional connectivity. Magnetic resonance in
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